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Optics

� Recomputed sensitivity analysis for new camera design

At the SALT Science Working Group in Capetown
� Adopted the suggestion of an E-W slit orientation for PFIS home position (due to guiding
errors)

� The SSWG had no strong worries about the size of the collimator pincushion distortion, though
Clemens suggests we inquire into mixing of spectral/spatial info as concerning sky removal

� Received LLNL coating curves from Buckley
� Received vendor contact information from O'Donoghue
� Received spreadsheet of coating curves from O'Donoghue

� Reduced the sizes of slitviewing mirrors for space considerations.  Examined impact of this
change on vignetting and imaging.  This looks to be an acceptable design.  
- 0.5 arcsecond slit barely resolved (3 pix FWHM)
- ~40% vignetting at ends of slit (+/- 4')
- mild vignetting across slit
- may require refocus of SALTICAM.  Need to investigate why optimization does not remove
focus delta.

Mechanical
� Continuing the design of the slit mask mechanism. The stage configuration and layout has been
established and attention now needs to be directed at the motion and control issues.

� Looking at material selection and configuration of spacers in the camera and collimator tubes
for athermalization. 

� Investigation into the possibility of focusing the CCD Dewar

At various meetings in South Africa, the following progress was made:
� The PFIS interface with the rotation stage was discussed with Leon (at the level of bolt hole
patters and tolerances) with the intention of finalizing the ICD so that the tracker contract can
proceed.

� The PFIS air usage needs further study to determine if purge and pneumatic air need be
supplied separately.



� The method of mounting the slitviewer mirrors was agreed upon.

� Focusing of the CCD Dewar was discussed with James O'Connor and a we have proposed an
interface using 3 micrometer actuators connected kinematically to the CCD to allow dynamic
focus adjustment and to cope with thermal expansion. This system will require further
significant amounts of design and analysis. 

Control

� Implemented complete motor control scheme (power off, torque release).

� Refined spreadsheet of PFIS electronics boxes (location, dimensions, power). Will update
subsystem ICDs when complete.

� Performed labview latency experiments; Macintoshes yielded mixed  results. I got consistent
40ms latencies (waking up from a sleep) one  day, not reproducible the next. Windows 2000
showed much better  response, with latencies  consistently at the 1ms level.

In Cape Town:

� Verified with David and Darragh that non-real time labview would be  sufficient for "high
speed" or periodic modes of observation. i.e.  there is no requirement for the PFIS control system
to perform  repetitive tasks in the timing regime > 1 Hz while maintaining a  high-precision
periodic timing grid suitable, for example, for  Fourier analysis. LabView does offer some time
synchronization, for example in the form  of a "wait until next millisecond multiple" VI, but we
emphasized the  unavoidable fact that the PFIS control system is not a real-time  system.

� Gerhard outlined a scheme for managing data clusters, and we  discussed his model for a
client/server style implementation that  separates the user interface from the kernel, which
performs the  actual work.

� Deon outlined an approach for a command data base and language.  His  scheme seemed
insufficient for what we envision with PFIS, e.g. no  conditionals, loops, or other structures, no
variable substitution,  etc.

� Arranged for Mike and Eric to visit HET at end of May
 
Detectors (D O'D)

� Revised the SAAO detector system budget (I'm due to change the name "contingency" to
"metrology equipment" in the latest version and send that off to David, with a copy to you, of
course).

� Working on revisions of the Statement of Work and ICD.

� Investigations of mosaicing equipment.



At South Africa meetings
� Went through the Detector Subsystem ICD in detail, including weight budget, electronics
boxes, power, and cooling

Activities for the next month

� Mechanism designs:
finish slitmask mechanism

� Optics
finish optics thermal design and update the optics design document
send out RFP for opto-mechanical consultant.  Six potential consultants have been

contacted

� Control
design power and grounding wiring
test slide potentiometers as potential linear motion feedback sensors




